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I. 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Surge, rise high!  Surge from the loins of the elders, 

Surge with the counsel and strength of them that have builded 
before you— 

Builded before you—aye, and misbuilded before you . . . 
Surge from the loins of the elders, beside them, beyond them!1

 
 

Three dichotomies have characterized most debates in the history of professional (legal, business) education:  
professional-trade school, generalized-specialized, and theory-practice.  The traditional approach argues that business 
education and research should reflect the front side of these dichotomies—it should be professional, generalized, and 
theoretical in nature.  This approach has also been reflected in the pedagogical presentation in business law and legal 
environment courses.  In the area of contract law, students are exposed through lecture-discussion formats the black letter 
law—the time-honored principles, doctrines and rules of classical contract law.   

This article will show that these are false dichotomies.  A balanced business law or legal environment course should 
incorporate all of these elements in a meaningful way.  Descriptive and prescriptive issues remain, however.  How do 
mainstream business law and legal environment curricula currently incorporate these elements?  More importantly, how do 
they fail to incorporate these elements in a meaningful way?  How can we modify the current curricula to better balance these 
different dimensions in legal studies education? 

Part II will examine the history of skills training in American law schools.  This examination is applied to legal 
studies education by analogy.  The historical analysis will focus on the Realist critique of legal education in the 1930’s.  Part 
III will examine the three dichotomies discussed above and argue that they are false especially when applied to skills 
development exercises as incorporated into a legal studies course.  Part IV will briefly discuss the adversarial perspective 
fostered by legal and legal studies education and the ability of skills development exercises to act as a necessary 

                                                 

1 KARL N. LLEWELLYN, THE BRAMBLE BUSH:  SOME LECTURES ON LAW AND ITS STUDY 158 (1930). 
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counterbalance.  Part V gives a case study on the use of skills development exercises in contract drafting and negotiation that 
have been incorporated into legal studies courses.2   

 
II. 

HISTORY OF SKILLS TRAINING IN LEGAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
 

The rise of the university (graduate) school model of business education3 beginning in the late 19th century marked a 
fundamental shift in education away from skills training to a general-intellectual mode of teaching.  Dean Pattee of the 
Minnesota Law School in 1890 summarized the general ferment of the late 19th century:   “The one thing needful the student 
does not possess, and can never thoroughly acquire in the average office,—discipline of mind.”4  The case method popular in 
many business schools reflects a middle ground between the broader, university model and the trade school model. This 
conflict between the academic discipline model and the narrower professional model has underscored business education up 
to the present.   

 
A. An Analogy:  The Realist Movement and Legal Education 
 
Much of the debate in graduate schools was also reflected in legal education.  A brief review of the legal critique of 

legal education is appropriate in analyzing the parameters of legal studies education.  The legal realists of the 1930’s 
undertook the first sustained critique of the formal, abstract, case-based model of legal education.5  Llewellyn asserted that 
the objective of legal education:  “Not rules, but doing, is what we seek to train men for.”6  The harshest Realist critic of legal 
education was Jerome Frank who advocated the shift from “upper-court”7 or “library law schools”8 to clinical legal 
education.9     

Neil Duxbury synthesized the Realists critique of legal education into four interrelated strategies.10  First, it rejected 
Langdell’s premise of law as science and instead looked to the social sciences for insight.  Second, it attacked the certainty of 
stare decisis “as foundational pedagogic principle.”11  Third, it attacked the case method as a wasteful strategy of instruction.  
Fourth, it rejected the casebook.  It was only the final strategy that had any success through the transformation of the 
casebook of pure case law unencumbered by annotations to the modern casebook compendium of “cases and materials.”   Of 

                                                 

2 These exercises have been used by the authors at University of St. Thomas College of Business and at the University of 
Buffalo Law School.  See APPENDIX A:  Contract Drafting Exercise—Materials and APPENDIX B:  Contract Negotiation 
Exercise—Materials (full sets of materials on file with the author). 
3 See generally, Paul D. Carrington, The Revolutionary Idea of University Legal Education, 31 WM. & MARY L. REV. 527 
(1990). 
4 William S. Pattee, Law School of the University of Minnesota, 2 GREEN BAG 203, 211 (1890), as quoted in, Robert A. Stein, 
The Future of Legal Education, 5 MINN. L. REV. 945, 947 (1991). 
5 LLEWELLYN, BRAMBLE BUSH, supra note 1 at 98-99. 
6 Karl N. Llewellyn, On What is Wrong with So-Called Legal Education, 35 COLUM. L. REV. 651, 654 (1935).  Karl 
Llewellyn in The Bramble Bush critiques 1930’s-style American legal education.  His lists of shortcomings show a close 
affinity to the need for skills training in law schools today: 

Or take appellate practice.  Most of your ‘cases’ are appellate cases.  But do you know 
how to build a brief?  Do you see a record?  Or take the phase of business counseling.   
But how much training in sizing the same situation up according to your client’s needs?   
How much in the art of negotiating?  Or there is drafting. There is one way to cure this,  
and that is practice.  But you do not practice.  Drafting:  I know no art more difficult.  I  
have said nothing of office management.  I have said nothing of a host of other phases  
of the practice.   

 
LLEWELLYN, BRAMBLE BUSH, supra note 1 at 98-99. 
7 Jerome Frank, A Plea for Lawyer Schools, 56 YALE L. J. 1303, 1306 (1947). 
8 Jerome Frank, Both Ends Against the Middle, 100 U. PA. L. REV. 20, 28 (1951). 
9 Jerome Frank, Why Not a Clinical Lawyer School?, 81 U. PA. L. REV. 907 (1933).  The clinical law movement did not get 
underway until the 1960’s and 1970’s. 
10 NEIL DUXBURY, PATTERNS OF AMERICAN JURISPRUDENCE 140-147 (1995). 
11 Id. at 140. 
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the Realists, Karl Llewellyn was the most constructive in his suggestions for improving legal education and the legal 
profession.12  His work on “law-jobs,” “law stuff,” and “craft skills” reflected his belief in the place of skills instruction in 
legal education.13   

 
B. Benefits of Skills Training Exercises 
 
The benefits of incorporating skill training exercise in the business law or legal environment curricula, such as 

contract negotiation and drafting, was expressed in Derek Bok’s analysis of legal education.  In 1979, Dean Derek Bok of the 
Harvard Law School advised the Harvard Visiting Committee of the importance of teaching the law and legal skills through 
the offering of “a wider variety of teaching methods.”14  An exercise involving the negotiation and drafting of contracts is an 
example of what has been called an integrated learning experience.15  This approach centers on “learning by doing [that] 
would bring abstract doctrine to life by having it taught in the contexts and roles in which it is encountered in actual 
practice.”16 Thus, a negotiation and drafting exercise can be used to actively learn black letter law; develop problem-solving 
and analytical, writing, and negotiation skills; and provides greater feedback to students. 
 Furthermore, the use of skills exercises helps to bridge the theory/doctrine-real world practice divide.  It exposes the 
student not only to the rules and doctrines of contract law but also to their application in a real world context.  Such exercises 
also serve to alert students of the importance of such skills to their future careers.  A vital function of any kind of education is 
ensuring students can transfer knowledge outside the classroom in relevant ways.17  Reality based problem solving 
methodologies, such as problem based learning, simulations, or case studies rank among the most important developments in 
contemporary higher education.18  One of the advantages of these approaches is that students can be cast as active 
participants in their education.19 Realistic, skills based problems can motivate students to seek out and learn what is necessary 
to solve the problem.20    We believe that the sharpening of such skills are with in the domain of the legal studies courses and 
that legal studies instructors are capable of teaching a variety of such skills currently neglected in business school education.  
The need for skills training in legal studies education is also essential in order to enable students to enter non-traditional 
career paths.  But, the needs go beyond just providing skills training.  Business leaders have expressed concern that graduates 

                                                 

12 See, e.g., Karl N. Llewellyn, The Modern Approach to Counseling and Advocacy—Especially in Commercial Transactions, 
46 COLUM. L. REV. 167 (1946). 
13 See, e.g., Karl N. Llewellyn, The Normative, The Legal, and The Law-Jobs:  The Problem of Juristic Method, 49 YALE L. 
J. 1355 (1940).  In is last masterwork, The Common Law Tradition, he defines craft skills and acknowledges their neglect by 
traditional legal education and by the Realist critique: 
 
 [Noticeable to] the realist controversy was an absence everywhere of the concept of  
 craft, of craft-tradition, of craft-responsibility, and of craftsmanship not as meaning  
 merely the high artistry of God’s gift, but as including the uninspired but reliable work  
 of the plain and ordinary citizen of the craft.  The existence of a craft means the existence  
 of some significant body of working knowhow, centered on the doing of some perceptible  
 kind of job.  This working knowhow is in some material degree transmissible and  
 transmitted to the incomer. 
 
KARL N. LLEWELLYN, THE COMMON LAW TRADITION 214 (1960) (emphasis original). 
14 Derek C. Bok, A Challenge to Legal Education, 31 HARV. L. BULL. 12, 14 (1979).  The fourth suggestion “is simply to 
reduce the curriculum to two years and simultaneously build up midcareer education.”  Id.  In 1911, Harvard began using the 
case method, a problem-based methodology in its business school.  C. Roland Christensen & Abby J. Hansen, TEACHING 
AND THE CASE METHOD (1987).   
15 CRAMTON REPORT at 14-15. 
16 Costonis, Of Loaves, Fishes, supra note 4 at 171-72. 
17 CHET MEYERS & THOMAS B. JONES, PROMOTING ACTIVE LEARNING:  STRATEGIES FOR THE COLLEGE CLASSROOM 5-6 
(1993).   
18 WILBERT J. MCKEACHIE, TEACHING TIPS:  STRATEGIES, RESEARCH, AND THEORY FOR COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 
TEACHERS 175-78 (10th ed. 1999).  
19 Id. at 181.   
20 Id. at 176.  See also, STEPHEN D. BROOKFIELD, THE SKILLFUL TEACHER 115 (1990) (Students perceive realistic exercises as 
being relevant and having genuine significance). 
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entering the workforce do not have enough experience making decisions in uncertain and ambiguous environments.21  What 
is needed is a methodology that provides students with the opportunity to develop problem solving skills and to apply those 
skills in real world environments.  

 
II.   

FALSE DICHOTOMIES OF LEGAL AND LEGAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
 
 The debate over the proper role of skills training exercises in business schools has been cyclical in nature and has 
centered on three dichotomies—university (graduate) school-trade school (professional), generalized-specialized, and theory 
(and doctrine)-practice.  These dichotomies often overlap and at times are indecipherable from each other.  This Part will 
describe the three dichotomies that have shaped the discourse in business and legal education.  We will argue that these 
dichotomies are both false and collapsible into one another in the area of skills training.22  The following analysis uses legal 
education by analogy to critique legal studies education.  It is our belief that how law is taught in business schools if not 
mimicking law school education is at the minimum influenced by the law school model of education.  This is understandable 
because business law professors are products of the law school system.  At the risk of overgeneralization, both undergraduate 
and graduate business students (especially in the area of contract law) are often taught black letter law (rules and doctrines) 
through lecture and discussion of highly synthesized cases.  These cases often serve only to illustrate a principle or rule of 
law.  Cases presented in law school casebooks are longer, requiring students to develop analytical skills by abstracting legal 
rules from the cases presented.23  Due to their brevity in the modern legal studies textbooks designed for business students, 
the cases do not provide the same opportunity for serious analytical skills development.  Other approaches are necessary to 
develop critical thinking and analysis. 
 

A. Graduate School-Trade School 
 
 Traditionally, the university or graduate school picture of education saw its job as teaching substantive law and 
theory.  The university-graduate school model saw the mission of legal studies education as teaching the law, not training 
future businesspersons.  We reject this notion and assert that the role of legal studies instruction is not only to teach business 
students content knowledge of the law but also, to prepare students for real world business practice, which includes an 
understanding of how the law can be used to structure meaningful business relationships.  Furthermore, we assert that 
substance, whether doctrine or theory, and practice are intricately connected and capable of being integrated into the legal 
studies curriculum. This broader view of the role of legal studies removes the perceived inconsistency between teaching law 
as a university discipline and the teaching of professional trade skills. 
 
 B. Theory versus Practice 
 
 There has been an historical tension between the theoretical and practical aspects of legal studies education.  A more 
comprehensive legal studies education integrates theory and practice into a workable praxis.24 The best way to understand 
doctrine and rules is to place them within the context of practice.  Removing layers of abstraction spun through teaching rules 
and only rules and by the case method of instruction is possible through application in skills development exercises. 
 
  

                                                 

21 Kenneth J. Chapman & Christine L. Sorge, Can A Simulation Help Achieve Course Objectives ?  An Exploratory Study 
Investigating Differences Among Instructional Tools, 74 J. EDU. FOR BUS. 225 (Mar/Apr 1999). 
22 The cyclical nature of legal education discourse is not unique to American law schools.  See, e.g., Jutta Brunnée, The 
Reform of Legal Education in Germany:  The Never-Ending Story and European Integration, 42 J. LEGAL EDUC. 399 (1992).  
“[I]n Germany one often hears that the path to becoming a lawyer is far too long, that it covers too little of too much along 
the way, and that even after years of training, young lawyers are not ready for the job.”  Id. at 400. 
23 Vanessa E. Monro, The Discipline of Law – Legal Education at the Intersection of the Juridical and the Disciplinary, 2.1 J. 
COMMONWEALTH L. & LEG. EDUC. 30, 39 (2002). 
24 One  commentator states that “[l]egal education needs a fusion of the practical and the theoretical . . . [o]ne need not fear 
the other; theory and practice need not be mutually exclusive.” Jill J. Ramsfield & J. Christopher Rideout, “Using Legal 
Writing to Narrow the Gap:  Socializing Students into the Legal Education and Law Practice” in CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, 
THE MACCRATE REPORT:  BUILDING THE EDUCATIONAL CONTINUUM 155, 158 (1993). 
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 C. Generalized Versus Specialized Nature of Legal Studies Education 
 
 Most of legal education and legal studies education is premised on the induction of general principles from case 
law and the deduction of rules from those principles in deciding a particular case.25  In the business school setting a more 
preventive law focus is warranted.  Instead of a review of cases after the fact (appellate court decisions) the use of practical 
exercises (negotiation and drafting of contracts) or the use of inchoate cases developed by the instructor places the student in 
a pre-dispute setting.  It is the hope that such instruction will not only teach the basic principles of contract law but also the 
development of skills leading to less adversarial-type of business practices and fewer legal disputes.   
 Most skills have two dimensions—the generalized and the particularized.26  As such, educational courses that focus 
on the generalized dimension will be meaningful across areas of practice and to specialized areas of practice.  The teaching of 
black letter rules serves the goal of a generalized education (general knowledge).  Development of generalized content 
knowledge is an appropriate outcome for higher education.  However, higher education should do more than transfer content 
knowledge.  Skills based exercises serve the more specialized educational goals of developing higher order competency in 
knowledge application.  Benjamin Bloom analyzed and ranked classes of learning.27  In ascending order of difficulty and 
importance, Bloom’s Taxonomy includes:  (1)  knowledge, (2)  comprehension, (3) application, (4)  analysis, (5) synthesis, 
and (6) evaluation.28  What makes skills based exercises so important is that they move students beyond knowledge and 
comprehension of content to higher forms of learning. These methods cast students in the role of active participants who must 
make decisions, solve problems, and react to results.29  In addition, content learned through a realistic exercise is more likely 
to be learned at a deeper level and remembered and used appropriately when it is needed later.30

  
IV. 

AVERSARIAL NATURE OF LEGAL (STUDIES) EDUCATION 
 
 Although most legal studies instructors are likely not to consciously advance the adversarial nature of law many, in 
fact, do so.31  In fact, the purpose of legal studies education is not to train advocates, but to teach business students the 
facilitative role that law plays in business.  Nonetheless, common law school and cultural model of the lawyer has advanced 
the role of the lawyer as litigator.  The use of exercises, such as the negotiation and drafting of contracts, serves to reinforce 
the role of law as facilitator.  It highlights the transactional role of law over the adversarial-litigation side of the law.   Using 
skills exercises helps sharpen the students abilities at spotting legal issues, synthesizing facts, and deduction of rules and 
principles.  The advantages of transactional approaches to teaching include “a realistic understanding of how doctrine and 
theory work in practice,” signaling a shift from the judge focused application of rules in cases to the negotiation of (fair or 
reasonable) agreements by businesspersons.32  Part V provides some examples of how transactions-based skills exercises can 
be implemented in legal studies education.  It reviews modes of skills exercises that include a “case study” in teaching non-
adversarial skills, namely drafting contracts.  It also reviews an interactive contract negotiation exercise via the Internet 
between business students at different universities.  Both of these exercises have been developed and used by the co-authors 
with a high degree of success. 

 

                                                 

25 This approach, which relies on analysis of appellate cases that represent a very small minority of cases dealt with by the 
law, has been criticized as distorting because they disguise the process whereby the facts are shaped by lawyers and judges 
prior to appeal.  Monro, supra note 23 at 39. 
26 Llewellyn alluded to the general-specific dimensions of most skills:  “[W]e have come to see our own counseling devices 
and skills much more in terms of the particular field of law or practice than in terms of their general implications for 
counseling at large, and that is in material part a false seeing.”  Llewellyn, Place of Skills in Legal Education, supra note 7 at 
375. 
27  See generally, BENJAMIN BLOOM, TAXONOMY OF EDUCATION OBJECTIVES:  HANDBOOK I:  COGNATIVE DOMAIN (1956).  
28  Id. at 16.   
29 MCKEACHIE, supra note 18 at 181. 
30 Id.  See also BROOKFIELD, supra note 20 at 116 (Information learned in this way is “etched much more firmly into people’s 
perceptual filters and structures of understanding.”). 
31 For instance, colleagues teaching legal studies often use litigation or appellate exercises or examinations that cast business 
students in the role of lawyers or judges.   
32 Eleanor W. Myers, Teaching Good and Teaching Well:  Integrating Values with Theory and Practice, 47 J. LEGAL EDUC. 
401, 421-22 (1997). 
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V. 
CONTRACT DRAFTING AND NEGOTIATION EXERCISES 

 
 
 There are an endless number of exercises that can be developed to teach law in action and skills development.  
For example, one teacher used the law of consumer bankruptcy as the context for an advanced writing course.33  She outlines 
a drafting course whose goal is to “enable students to develop their legal research, writing, and analytical skills while gaining 
a solid grasp of a discrete substantive area . . . consumer bankruptcy law.”34  Our use of contract negotiation and drafting 
exercises should be seen  as illustrative of the skills exercise approach to legal studies education. 
 As discussed earlier,35 most skills have both generalized and specialized versions.  Thus, teaching drafting, 
counseling, and negotiation as  generalized skills has important benefits across business practices.  The more beneficial 
pedagogical approach is educating business students in generalized skills through application in a specialized practice area. It 
is through specialized application that generalized practice skills can be truly mastered.  Thus, a course in writing will likely 
result in a clearer pose and writing style, but would fail to provide a student with the skills needed to negotiate a contract or 
other legal document.  Both sets of skills are needed and both can be taught together.   
 In addition, the distinction between theory and practice collapses in meaningful skills training.  A successful course 
in skills training must not only demonstrate the method of performing a particular application of a skill (drafting a contract) 
but also must impart the theory behind a successful application (drafting of contracts).  The next few sections will use the 
teaching of the skill of contract drafting as a case study.  It will highlight the use of skills training to bridge the gaps between 
generalized-specialized and theoretical-practice teaching.  These sections will review a number of methods of incorporating 
contract drafting skills into the legal studies curriculum, offer a theoretical basis for drafting contracts, and give examples of  
contract drafting exercises.  It will conclude with a review of an Internet-facilitated negotiation exercise. 
    

A. Drafting Contracts Exercise 
 

A properly tailored skills exercise incorporated into a legal studies course offers advantages that are wanting in 
traditional legal studies education.  First, it forces students to engage in active learning by not only reading but also by doing.  
Second, it provides students with real feedback that is lacking, especially in larger lecture courses.  Third, the incorporation 
of negotiations in contract drafting exercises emphasizes that most legal tasks are relational and contextual in nature.36  The 
following sub-sections will review some ideas on how to instruct business students in contract negotiation and drafting.   
 

1. Reasonable Person Theory 
 

The general premise of the contract drafting exercises is to develop a theory of the reasonable person as drafter.  
This theoretical foundation is used to guide the drafting process.  Most books on contract drafting allude to such an approach.  
Peter Siviglia’s book includes a chapter titled “There Is No Shame in Drafting a Fair Agreement.”37  He states “there is an 
adversarial aspect to the process of reaching agreement; but unlike litigation, there is also an element of commonality.”38  In 
fact, Siviglia asserts that the drafter should take into account the interests of the self and the other. “[A]n appreciation of and 
an effort to honor the legitimate concerns of the other party in the drafting process is essential.”39  Feldman and Nimmer, in a 

                                                 

33 Susan J. DeJarnatt, In re MacCrate:  Using Consumer Bankruptcy as a Context for Learning in Advanced Legal Writing, 
50 J. LEGAL EDUC. 50 (2000). 
34 Id. at 51. 
35 Supra Part II.C. 
36 See, e.g., Robert L. Misner, Teaching Contracts with Contracts, 28 J. LEGAL EDUC. 550 (1977) (students divided into three 
member “law firms”). 
37 PETER SIVIGLIA, WRITING CONTRACTS:  A DISTINCT DISCIPLINE 51-54 (1996). 
38 Id. at 53. 
39 Id. at 54.  An example of the other perspective is the “duty” to correct drafting errors of the other attorney.  “In fact, 
because the object of a contract is to reflect accurately the intent of all parties, I view this principle as an ethical obligation.” 
Id. at 55. 
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section titled “Appropriate Attitudes,” state that the proper attitude in contract drafting negotiations is one that is openly 
cooperative.40  

The reasonable person of contract drafting borrows much from the reasonable person of contract interpretation but is 
not the entirely neutral fabrication that characterizes the latter.41  Instead of a completely third-person personification of 
reasonableness, reasonable person theory applied to contract drafting opens the drafter to the perspective of the other party.  
This opening up does not extinguish the perspective and interests of the self in contract negotiation but counterbalances its 
effect with the viewpoint of the other.42  It works to dampen the one-sidedness or adversarial nature of legal negotiation and 
drafting.  The drafter as reasonable person allows for the development of reasonable one-sidedness while at the same time 
providing for relationship-preserving language often foreclosed by arbitrary or adversarial one-sidedness.    
 The reasonable person perspective outlined above is supported by the law in action approach to law study.  
Professor Woodward has developed an upper level course on “Advanced Contracts” using the second volume of Stewart 
Macaulay, John Kidwell, William Whitford, and Marc Galanter’s Contracts:  Law in Action.43  He outlines the value of such 
an approach.  Foremost it allows for the student to “develop perspective on the role of contract law in business contracting.”44  
It emphasizes the fact that client decisions are based on a number of extra-legal variables.  Although Woodward’s analysis is 
directed at the need to offer advanced courses in substantive contract law, the perspective of law in action can be applied to 
the legal studies curriculum. 
 

2. Law-Skills Dichotomy 
 

The use of skills training within legal studies core courses has the advantage of bridging the gap between learning 
the law and the facilitative role of law in business practice.  The instructor can point out how specific problems arose because 
of poor draftsmanship and how good draftsmanship might have avoided litigation.  On the other hand, a skills exercise, 
especially one in contract drafting, would be empty, if not impossible, without a substantive law component.  Some of the 
substantive law knowledge the student will already possess.  Nonetheless, the best drafting exercises require the student to 
research the law to inform his or her contract negotiation and writing. 

 
3. Drafting Exercises and Strategies 

 
Karl Mackie developed a theory of skills teaching that included four phases:  theory, demonstration, practice, and 

feedback.45  The properly developed skills training exercise addresses each of these four stages.  The reasonable person as 
drafter provides the theoretical basis for negotiating and drafting contracts.  This theory can be informed with actual case 
decisions implementing reasonableness through the lens of contract interpretation.  The practice is simulated through a series 
of drafting problems.  Feedback envisions use of model (demonstration) and student generated documents to illustrate 
examples of good and bad drafting.   

There are numerous ways of using contracts and teaching contract drafting skills.46  These include the use of 
standard forms as examples of good and bad drafting,47  the use of case or statutory law as a guide to the drafting of particular 
clauses,48 and negotiating exercises.49  The first method begins with a standard form.50  The form is studied clause by clause 

                                                 

40 ROBERT A. FELDMAN & RAYMOND T. NIMMER, DRAFTING EFFECTIVE CONTRACTS 3-10 (Supp. 2002).  The respective 
attorneys should enter negotiations with an “[l]et’s see whether we can come up with a reasonable agreement” type of 
attitude.  Id. 
41 In order to build a theoretical base for developing the drafter as reasonable person I assigned readings from my book on 
contract theory.  LARRY A. DIMATTEO, CONTRACT THEORY:  THE EVOLUTION OF CONTRACTUAL INTENT (1998). 
42 This two-party, as opposed to a third-party, perspective is noted in the Temple Law School’s Integrated Transactional 
Practice course.  “We encourage students, first, to assume the viewpoint of the actors and their lawyers rather than that of 
impartial decision-makers.”  Myers, supra note 79 at 406. 
43 Woodward, Contracts for Grownups, supra note 104. 
44 Id. at 142. 
45 Karl Mackie, Lawyers’ Skills:  Educational Skills, in, LEARNING LAWYER’ SKILLS Ch. 2 (Neil Gold, et al eds. 1989). 
46 See generally, Edith R. Warkentine, Kingsfield Doesn’t Teach My Contracts Class:  Using Contracts to Teach Contracts, 
50 J. LEGAL EDUC. 112 (2000). 
47 See APPENDIX A’s listing of the materials provided to students for use in various contract drafting exercises. 
48 Id. 
49 See APPENDIX B. 
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on matters of substance and style.  The student analyzes the form to evaluate what it says and what it fails to say.  She then is 
directed to re-draft the form within a contextual setting.  For example, a setting for a contract negotiation can be developed in 
which the other party offers the form.51  The importance of the source of the form both as to which party presents it and who 
produced it (party produced or trade association produced) can also be analyzed to see their effects on negotiations and the 
end product.  Behavioral law and economics has shown that the source of forms produce status quo basis and endowment 
effects.52   

In another form exercise, a client context is provided including past experiences and special contracting needs.  A 
form is then provided and the student is asked to review the form.  Here the form is to be used as a guide or checklist in the 
contract drafting exercise.  The student is then asked to draft a custom contract with the form as the beginning point.  This 
exercise asks the student to perform the following tasks: 

• Revise the form for style including plain English issues.   
• Update the form for substance.  Any provisions that seem of questionable legality or enforceability or are an 
affront to the reasonable person standard are to be revised after checking substantive law sources. 
• The special needs of the client are to be addressed. What provisions should be added or re-drafted? 
• Are the meanings of the words used consistent throughout the document? Never change language unless you 
wish to change meaning; always change the language if you wish to change meaning. 
• The remedial issues of contract breach need to be addressed wherever an obligation is imposed on one of the 
parties.  The contract should always answer the question of what happens if a party fails to honor particular duties or 
obligations?  What type of remedy should the non-breaching party expect? 

Another exercise asks the student to draft common contract clauses.  Examples of such clauses include a disclaimer 
or exculpatory clause, liquidated damages clause, force majeure clause, and assignment clause.  Once again the student is 
asked to draft a clause from two perspectives—the special interests of the client and the reasonable person standard (after 
reviewing the substantive law).  A few examples taken from a list of “operative clauses” given to the students will serve to 
illustrate: 
 Proposed Liquidated Damages Clause: 
 
 "Contractor shall pay Owner a sum of $250 per day as liquidated damages for  
 each day that the work contemplated in this contract remains uncompleted beyond    date 
set for completion." 
 
The students are asked the following questions.  These questions are then discussed in class:  (1) Will this clause pass judicial 
scrutiny?  (2)What is the standard for completion? 
 
They are then asked to review UCC Section 2-718 Liquidation or Limitation of Damages’ requirements that to be enforceable 
a liquidated damages clause must be:   
 1.  reasonable in light of anticipated or actual harm 
  2.  difficulties of proof of loss 
  3.  inconvenience or nonfeasability of obtaining an adequate remedy 
  4.  an unreasonably large liquidated damages is void as a penalty 
 
Finally, it is suggested that modifying the clause to provide for a "graduated" liquidated damages for different types of breach 
would help avoid the voiding of the clause under Section 2-718. 

Another example involves a boilerplate force majeure (excuse) clause: 
 Proposed Force Majeure Clause:  
 
 A brief explanation of the purpose of such a clause is offered: 

                                                                                                                                                             

50 See generally, Barbara Child, The Study of Contract Drafting Strategy:  Exercises in Mine Detection, 42 J. LEGAL EDUC. 
279 (1992) (forms can be used as teaching tools to teach students that drafting is a strategic art). 
51 See generally, Robert Whitman, Conducting Contract Negotiations:  A Seminar on Legal Problems Exercise, 15 J. LEGAL 
EDUC. 72 (1962). 
52 See, e.g., Russell Korobkin, Inertia and Preference in Contract Negotiation:  The Psychological Power of Default Rules 
and Form Terms, 51 VAND. L. REV. 1583 (1998); Russell Korobkin, The Status Quo Bias and Contract Default Rules, 83 
CORNELL L. REV. 608 (1998). 
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The primary purpose for contracting is to assign risks.  However, the contracting parties may want to provide an excuse 
for terminating the contract or avoiding damages for certain risks. 

 
 Two versions of the clause are provided: “Reasonable Clause” and “Greedy Clause”:  
 
 Reasonable:  "The vendor's duty to deliver on time is suspended by reasons caused by an Act of God or strikes." 
 

Greedy:  "The vendor's duty to deliver on time is suspended by reasons of  an Act of God, strikes, or when 
delay arises out of causes beyond the control and without the fault of the vendor." 

 
The problems with the clauses are discussed in the context of the general factors that are weighed in the law of excuse : 
 

• Foreseeability of occurrence? 
• Whether it is in the power of the claiming party to avoid the force majeure event? 
• The gravity of the burden on the claiming party if not given an excuse? 

 
Finally, the above issues are discussed in the context of the “Doctrine of Impracticabilty” in UCC Section 2-615. 
  An alternative exercise asks the student to “draft from the law.”  Instead of using a form or model clause as a 
beginning point, the student is asked to draft a clause directly from case and statutory law sources.  For example, landlord-
tenant law is highly regulated in most states.  The student can be asked to draft lease provisions, such as a security deposit 
clause, based upon her review of pertinent statutes and case law.  The result is a clause that will be enforceable, custom 
drafted, and that does not overreach. 

One easy way of injecting an element of negotiation into the drafting exercise is to have student documents 
reviewed by other students acting as opposing counsel.  The better approach is to focus the practice53 on an existing 
agreement provided by the instructor.  The students are asked to negotiate and customize the agreement to the particular 
needs of their “clients.”  In addition, the student may be instructed to draft some key clauses that are intentionally omitted or 
in skeletal form.  Thus, the use of partially completed documents assures adequate coverage of the contract issues at stake 
and a minimal level of quality. 

 
B. Negotiating Contracts:  An Interactive Exercise 

 
 Using skills based exercises in a core legal studies in business course can go beyond bridging the gap between learning 
the law and the facilitative role law plays in business.  Reality-based problem-solving methodologies, such as contract 
writing or negotiation exercises help students move beyond content, theory, and specific skills to broader life skills of critical 
thinking and problem solving in uncertain and ambiguous environments.  They motivate students to seek out and learn what 
is necessary to solve problemS.54  When students become active participants in the learning process, when they make 
decisions, solve problems, and react to results, 55 they develop critical thinking.  These methodologies not only increase 
subject matter proficiency, by requiring students to be conscious about their learning, they are forced to take responsibility 
for their learning, or suffer the consequences.56   
 

1. Problem-Based Learning & the Law-Skills Dichotomy 
 
Students who graduate with business or professional degrees face problems in their careers for which there are no 

clear-cut or well-defined solutions.  To address the issue of providing students with the requisite skills to solve these 
problems, over the last three decades, Problem-Based Learning (PBL) approaches and curricula have been developed and 
used in professional schools57  The primary goal of PBL is to prepare students to be self-directed, lifelong learners, and 
practical problem solvers.58  

                                                 

53 Stephen Nathanson, Developing Legal Problem-Solving Skills, 44 J. LEGAL EDUC. 215, 221 (1994). 
54  BROOKFIELD, supra note 20 at 115. 
55 MCKEACHIE, supra note 18 at 181. 
56 Katherine Kravetz, The Mock Trial Course in Justice Education, 12 J. CRIM. JUST. EDU.147 (2001). 
57  Howard S. Barrows, Problem-Based Learning in Medicine and Beyond:  A Brief Overview, in Bringing Problem-Based 
Learning to Higher Education:  Theory & Practice (LuAnn Wilkerson & Wim H. Gijsdlaers, eds.) 68 NEW DIRECTIONS FOR 
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As the name implies, PBL is a methodology in which problems serve as the stimulus and context for student 
learning.59  It derives from modern cognitive psychology that suggests true learning results from the actions taken by the 
learner, and that traditional instruction plays a role only to the extent that it fosters student-learning activities.60  In this 
learning environment, the teacher becomes a coach and facilitator, providing constructive feedback, direction, and by 
requiring students to seek out the answers to their questions.  To ensure that the learning experience is student-centered and 
student driven, the problems are introduced early in the process of learning new content, rather than after a series of readings 
of assignments.61  This requires students to take responsibility for seeking out the information they need and consistently 
questioning what they need to know.   

Well crafted PBL exercises are “ill structured,”62 authentic,63and collaborative.64  Business people are rarely 
confronted by tidy problems with neat solutions.  Creativity and the ability to conceptualize new strategies are cited as among 
the most important characteristics for success in management.65  Ill structured problems address these issues.  Elements of the 
problem are unknown, they encompass the possibility of several solutions, and they are not confined to the boundaries of one 
discipline.66  To be authentic, the problem should relate to the subject under study.  Thus, contract drafting and negotiation 
problems are appropriate for legal studies in business courses.  In addition, problems relating to future plans or expected 
careers should be designed to require students to respond to problems as future professionals.67  Finally, the problem should 
be structured in such a way that its solution requires a truly collaborative effort.  If the students merely have to parcel out 
different aspects of the problem they will lose some of the benefits of this method.  Well crafted PBL exercises encourage 
collaboration and student understanding68 by requiring groups to synthesize their ideas and decisions as they work through 
the problem.69   

Using a PBL contract negotiation exercise can move students beyond the law-skills dichotomy.  It not only requires 
students to master theory in the context of developing negotiation and drafting skills, it requires them to hone 
communication, collaboration and teamwork skills.  PBL exercises also encourage student initiative and creativity essential 
to business leadership.70

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                             

TEACHING & LEARNING 10 (Win. 1996) (hereinafter PBL Theory & Practice)(PBL has been implemented in nursing, 
medical, engineering, and business schools). Law schools have also begun implementing PBL exercises into traditional 
courses.  See, Myron Moskovitz, Beyond the Case Method:  It’s Time to Teach with Problems, 42 J. LEGAL EDUC. 241 
(1992).  See also,  Fiona Martin, Using a Modified Problem Based Learning Approach to Motivate and Enhance Student 
Learning of Taxation Law, 37(1) THE LAW TEACHER: THE INT’L J. OF LEG. EDU. 55 (2003). 
58 Woei Hung, Jessica Harpole Bailey, David H. Jonassen, Exploring the Tensions of Problem-Based Learning:  Insights 
from Research, in Problem Based Learning in the Information Age (Dave S. Knowlton & David C. Sharp, eds.) 95 NEW 
DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHING & LEARNING (2003) (herinafter PBL in the Information Age).   
59 Wim H. Gijselaers, Connecting Problem-Based Practices with Educational Theory, PBL Theory & Practice, supra note 57 
at 12. 
60 Id. at 17.  
61 LuAnn Wilkerson & Wim H. Gijselaers, Concluding Comments, PBL in the Information Age, supra note 58 at 102. 
62 Id. 
63 Renée E. Weiss, Designing Problems to Promote Higher-Order Thinking, PBL in the Information Age, supra note 57 at 27. 
64 Id.. 
65 Michaela Driver, “Fostering Creativity in Business Education:  Developing Creative Classroom Environments To Provide 
Students with Critical Workplace Competencies,” J. EDUC. FOR BUS. 77 (Sept/Oct 2001 28-29 (“Creativity has been 
identified as a critical dimension in making organizations successful today.”).   
66 Weiss, supra note 63 at 27.  
67 Id. at 27-28.   
68  David S. Knowlton, Preparing Students for Educated Living:  Virtues of Problem-Based Learning Across Higher 
Education Curriculum, in PBL in the Information Age, supra note 56 at 6.  
69 Weiss, supra note 63 at 27;  
70 See generally,  John E. Stinson & Richard G. Milter, Problem-Based Learning in Business Education:  Curriculum Design 
and Implementation Issues, in PBL Theory & Practice, supra note 57.  
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2. Negotiation Exercise & Strategies 
 

The interactive contract negotiation exercise discussed in this section was used in an international business law 
course.71  The primary goal in developing this contract negotiation exercise was to provide students with the opportunity to 
understand the nuances of international contract law and to develop problem solving skills.  We wanted our students to learn 
more than the theory and rules of contract law; we really wanted them to bridge the law-skills gap and to gain the analytical 
skills needed to apply the theory and rules to real world situations.  Often students learn the law of contract as a set of rules 
without understanding their practical application.  This exercise provides a way for students to learn that the power of 
contracts lies in the skillful application of the rules of contracts.  We designed a project so that students could learn that a 
contract’s power lies in its ability to structure and plan business relationships.   

The contract negotiation exercise in some way simulates a “real world” international negotiation between parties 
from different countries.72  The exercise is structured such that students at different colleges or universities negotiated with 
each other.  Students on one campus assume the role of employees of Fuchrot GmbH, a German manufacturer and exporter 
of spirits.  Students on the other campus act as employees of Potent Potables, Inc., an American importer and distributor of 
specialty European foods and beverages.  Each class is subdivided into groups of three to five students that are paired with 
similarily sized groups on the other campus.  Students are given the problem before any instruction on relevant areas of 
contract law.73  On the first day scheduled to begin the study of international contract law, students in each class receive two 
pages of role specific instructions that include general information about their company, the product, and their goals for the 
business transaction.  In addition, both groups receive one page of general rules requiring them: [TO] DECIDE HOW BEST TO 
CONDUCT NEGOTIATIONS SO THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE GROUP FULLY PARTICIPATE.   
 
 
The instructions further provide:  
 

Each contract must include all of the basic terms of a contract for the international  
sale of goods, including delivery terms (using INCOTERMS74), payment terms,  
an excuse or force majeure clause that addresses issues of performance due to events  
beyond the control of the parties, and a clause that deals with dispute resolution.   
Each paired buyer and seller group will submit one executed contract for the  
transaction.   

 
 
Providing the problem early causes students to generate questions.  Initially, the questions are fundamental, such as:  “What 
does a contract look like?” or “What goes into a contract?”  Over the next three to four weeks, as the problem provides the 
context for learning contract law, the questions become more complex.  Early in the project, the students learn to work with 
their teammates to understand the problem and to define what they do and don’t know.  The instructor provides minimum 
background information, asks questions, and directs the students to authoritative sources of information.  At the same time, 
each student team begins the process of getting to know the other team and begin negotiating via e-mail.   

When properly administered the exercise reaches both content and higher order learning objectives.  For instance, 
students learn the basics of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG).75  With 

                                                 

71 The author uses a version of the problem, based on Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code and involving face-to-face 
negotiations with students in the Legal Environment of Business course.  
72 To ensure a more realistic negotiation we kept the profit margins in the problem small enough so that only negotiations via 
the Internet would be practical. 
73 In order to ensure the problem provides the context for learning, it should be distributed before substantive knowledge on 
the subject is learned.  See, Gijselaers, supra note 59 at 17. 
74 See generally, INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ICC GUIDE TO INCOTERMS 2000, ICC Pub. No. 620 (1999). 
75 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, April 11, 1980, 1489 U.N.T.S. 3, 19 I.L.M. 
671, available at Pace Law School Institute of International Commerce Law, http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu.  The CISG was 
incorporated into the law of the United States on January 1,1988.  See generally, Larry A. DiMatteo, Lucien Dhooge, 
Stephanie Greene, Virginia Maurer & Marisa Pagnattaro, The Interpetive Turn in International Sales Law:  An Analysis of 
Fifteen Years of CISG Jurisprudence, 24 NW J. INT’L L. & BUS. 299 (2004) (summarizes the jurisprudence surroundig the 
interpretation of the CISG). 
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the instructor acting as tutor, students are presented with brief lectures concerning basic contract principles.  They are then 
guided towards resources where they can discover additional information.  For instance, if the students feel they need more 
information on force majeure and Article 79 of the CISG, they will seek out additional information using both resources 
recommended by their instructor and others they discover on their own. 76   

The negotiation exercise forces the students to search for knowledge they need to effectively complete the exercise.  
For instance, every contract for the international sale of goods requires a trade term that allocates responsibility for shipment 
including the costs of freight, cost of insurnace, and the shifting of the risk of loss from the seller to the buyer.  The 
International Chamber of Commerce’s Incoterms are trade terms universally accepted and used in international business 
transactions.  Learning the details of each of the thirteen Incoterms,77 along with their practical import and relationship to 
other contractual possibilities, can be a tedious process. 

The contract negotiation exercise requires students to learn the trade terms, but also to recognize which are most 
advantageous for their position as importer or exporter.  To reach this level of understanding, students move from a surface 
understanding of the terms as they practice applying them.  The process of learning begins with students in their groups 
discussing and assessing which term or terms work to their advantage in the contract.  For example, a German exporter group 
may propose the EXW term because it means the least amount of risk for them.  When their paired buyer group receives the 
seller’s proposal via e-mail they analyze the consequences of accepting that particular trade term.  In order to respond to the 
proposal, the buyers will be compelled to learn and really understand the practical consequences of accepting this term.  The 
negotiation process requires the student to be responsible for their learning.  This self-education bridges the law-skills 
dichotomy and moves the educational experience up Bloom’s Taxonomy78 from memorization of knowledge, to 
comprehension and application.  

As negotiations progress, students will reconsider the Incoterm chosen in the context of price and payment terms.  
The group may agree to an Incoterm less favorable in terms of risk of loss in exchange for a more advantageous price or 
better payment terms.  In this way, students can achieve analysis, synthesis, and a higher level of learning.  The exercise is an 
example of active learning that produces a deeper level of understanding.   Negotiation of a contract is a dynamic process that 
requires students to consider eventualities, and to think about the consequences of their choices.   

The negotiation exercise is purposefully “ill structured” (designed) in order to simulate a real world experience.  The 
role specific instructions create ambiguity, since the goals of the seller and buyer are different.  For instance, the sellers’ 
instructions provide: 
Fuchsrot sells their award winning Apfelwein to wholesalers and distributors in Europe and South America in cases 
containing twenty-four 500 ml bottles.  Typically, Fuchsrot requires minimum orders of 5000 cases. 
 
While the buyers are given the instructions: 
You believe that the maximum initial order should be 2000 cases, each case containing four six packs of the product.  This is 
the minimum quantity needed to test the marketability and performance of the goods.  If all goes as planned at the spring 
trade events, you project you will be able to move approximately 5000 cases a month in the second quarter of the year 
 
This disparity in the instructions requires students to think strategically and propose creative solutions.  The exercise provides 
further ambiguity in that it does not contain all of the relevant information.  Both groups are told that the contract is for the 
purchase and sale of Apfelwein, a German hard cider.  The sellers receive information concerning their unit costs to 
manufacture the product.  However, in order to begin discussing price in a meaningful way, both the buyers (importers) and 
sellers (exporters) must research to determine a reasonable price based upon prices of competing goods as well as typical 
mark-ups of wholesalers and retailers.  In addition, students received no information on the tariff rate for the product, and are 
asked to use the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) to determine the expected tariff duty.  In requiring the students to take 
this responsibility for identifying what they know, what they don’t know, and where to find answers, the exercise becomes a 
real and authentic experience.  The exercise aims at providing students with the opportunity to move from rote memorization 
of law and theory to real world application.  It shifts the learning perspective from student qua student to student qua 
businessperson. 
 

                                                 

76 In addition to materials in the text, students conduct a substantial amount of research outside of class.  For instance, if they 
are interested in finding out more about drafting contracts or specific articles of the CISG, many go to the Electronic Library 
on International Trade Law.  
77 Supra note 74. 
78 Supra note 27-28 and accompanying text. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 The incorporation of skills development exercises provides an opportunity to re-constitute legal studies education to 
make it more meaningful and interesting to students.  To falsify the dichotomies of professional education and to bridge the 
gap between business school and business practice, skills training must incorporate the dimensions of theory, law, and 
practice.  In this way skills training exercises satisfy all six elements that make up the dichotomies of legal studies education.  
Skills training can become an exercise in theoretical-practical discourse, cover general and specialized aspects of legal studies 
education, and fit the image of business schools as graduate schools of professional education. 
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APPENDIX A 
Contract Drafting Exercise—Materials  

 
Drafting Contracts 

 
Objectives 

 
These exercises attempt to offer the student a theoretical and practical experience in drafting commercial contracts.  
 

Course Content 
 

The exercises allow the student to review elements of contract law particularly relevant to written agreements.  We will 
analyze substantive issues in drafting and negotiating contracts in such areas as sales and real estate.  The meaning of 
standard terms will be examined in their practical and legal frameworks. 
 

Grading 
 

Students will be required to undertake research and drafting assignments.  Assignments will be due throughout the course. 
 

Course Materials (Table of Contents) 
 

Part I:  Contract Theory's Impact Upon Contract Practice, Excerpt: LARRY A. DIMATTEO, CONTRACT THEORY:  THE 
EVOLUTION OF CONTRACTUAL INTENT (1988). 
Part II:  Understanding & Negotiating Contracts; Contract Review Checklist; Language of Drafting 
Part III:  Master Lease Clauses 
Part IV:  Contract Clauses:  Delivery, Price, Bankruptcy, Quality, Force Majeure, Confidentiality, Modification, Anti-
Assignment, Indemnification, Choice of Law, Choice of Forum, Arbitration, Limitation of Remedy, Exculpatory Clause, 
Liquidated Damages, Time is of the Essence, Evergreen, Covenant Not-to-Compete. 
 
Part V:  Understanding "Fine Print" (UCC) 
Part VI: Examples of Contracts:  Real Estate Sale Contract; Builder's Limited Home Warranty;Commercial Lease; ICC, 
Model Form of International Agency Contract; Assumption Agreement; Distribution Agreement; Intellectual Property 
Licensing Agreement; Letter of Intent. 

 
Excerpts from Course Materials 

 
Part II: Understanding and Negotiating Contracts 

 
Contract Review Checklist 

 
It is prudent to develop a contract review checklist for the different types of contracts that are reviewed in practice.  Examples 
of issues to be placed on checklist: 
 
 1.   Never trust a form word for word.    
 2. Recitals:  Opening paragraph should name contract, define the contract, give the    
  effective date, name the parties. 
 3. Check individual state law to determine if the given contract requires notarization   
  or witnesses.  If a corporate signatory, is a corporate seal required? 
 4. Has an alternative dispute resolution clause been considered?  Are there     
  clear choice of law and forum selection clauses. 
 5. Is the contract assignable? 
 6. Does the contract provide for modifications (especially in long-term     
  contracts)? 
 7. Is there a liquidated damages provision?  Is it reasonable?  Is there a late    
  payment penalty clause?  Is it reasonable?  Check state usury law!  Does    
  the contract provide for specific performance? 
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 8. Does the agreement state that it is intended to be the entire agreement     
  between the parties? (merger clause) 
 9. Has the contract been legally executed? 
 10. Is there proper referencing of exhibits to the contract?  Have the parties  seen and approved of the 

exhibits? 
 11. If a corporate signatories:  Require proof of incorporation and/or certificate of good standing.  Also, 

require corporate resolution authorizing the representative to sign the contract on behalf of the 
corporation. 

 12. Is there an expiration date requiring execution (signatures of all parties) by a certain date?   
 13. Is the language gender-neutral? 
 14. Are there adequate notice provisions? 
 15. Is there a confidentiality provision? 
    

Language of Drafting 
 

(1)  Use present tense:  even though describing future event, it is best to view contract as "continuously speaking."  
(2)  Write in active voice:  "Premises shall be kept in good order"  This is passive:  Who is to keep in good order? 
 

Example:  "Rental unit shall be occupied by only ...."  Obligation of the rental unit?  It is a "false imperative" 
because it commands a result rather than an action. 

 
 Rewrite #1:  "No person shall occupy other than ..."  Active voice but actor is "no person" 
 

Rewrite #2:  "The tenant shall not permit a person other than ... to occupy the rental unit without written consent 
of the landlord." 

(3)  Use gender-neutral language:  Why?  (1) Inaccurate, e.g., corporation as party (2) offensive. 
 
 #1  Use of a boilerplate clause:  "words of masculine gender include the feminine ..." 
    Magic:  The inappropriate shall become appropriate! 
 
 #2  Alternate pronouns "his/her" 
 
 #3  Best Solution:  Replace pronouns with gender-neutral language.  (appropriate for all transactions) 
  Gender-neutral techniques: 
 
   1. Use plural:  "they" "theirs"  
 
   2. Use name of the actor:  "Bank" "Smith"  
      
(4)  Language of Agreement:  The fact of agreement does not have to be repeated. 
  
 Example:  "It is mutually agreed that the Tenant shall pay on the first of each month ..."  >>>> "Tenant shall 

pay on the first ..." 
(5)  Differentiate language of obligation, authorization, condition precedent: 
      
  "may"  v.  "shall"         v.   "must" 
 
 Language of Obligation:  "Shall"  Test:  Has a duty been created?   
 
 Language of Authorization:  "May"  Test:  Is someone authorized to do something? 
 

Language of Condition Precedent:  "Must"  Test:  Whether a party has to do A before B will happen?  No 
obligation, but must do something in order to be able to do something else, e.g., give notice before pursuing a 
remedy. 

(6)  Check for Completeness: 
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 a.  Define responsibilities and duties. Example:  "good condition"  Define in detail. 
 Alternative consideration:  Fear of breaking the deal.  Solution:  Discuss with client. 
 

b. Beware of exclusivity:  expressio unius est exclusio alterius-  "the expression of one thing is the exclusion of 
the other" 
c. If not intended to be exclusive, then make it clear:  "including but not limited to…” 

(7)  Avoid the use of "shall" for declarations:  They provide answers to "What if" questions.  Example:  force majeure 
(future events). 
(8)  Every time an obligation is stated, ask:  What happens if a party fails to honor its obligation? 
 

Example:  Lease provides a number of tenant obligations:  (i)  pay rent, (ii) pay rent on first day of month, (iii) 
pay rent at landlord's office.  However, there is a single remedy provision providing for "eviction."  Does the 
landlord really intend to treat minor and major breaches alike?  Instead may want to provide for graduated 
remedies. 

 
 Exercise:  (1)  Underline all operative phrases in contract (words of obligation) 
  (2)  Analyze the intended legal consequences and provide for the legal consequences. 
(9)  Check Cross-references:   

(i) internal consistency:  1.  Use blanks for cross-references to be filled in at the end of drafting,  2.  Check dates 
for completeness and accuracy. 

 (ii)  consistency with external documents (incorporated by reference" 
(10)  Use Plain Language: 
 New York enacted first general plain language law (1977). 

Use subjective standard:  (i)  written in clear and coherent language with common meanings and (ii)  
appropriately divided and captioned. 

 
 
Part IV:  Contract Clauses (The following clauses are presented only for illustrative purposes.)   

 
Delivery Term:  
 

 At times delivery, performance, or transaction date will be seen as a target  and may be controlled by a court's determination 
of reasonableness.  To overcome such a presumption, a party may insert a time of the essence clause to convert the date of 
delivery from a minor to a material breach status. 
 
"TIME BEING OF THE ESSENCE AS PARTIES UNDERSTAND THAT THE EXACT TIME OF DELIVERY IS AN 
UNDERLYING PREMISE OF THE CONTRACT." 
 
What is the remedy for late delivery?  Should this sentence be capitalized?  Should we define "time is of the essence"? 
 
"In the event that there is a failure to deliver on the time and date provided in this contract, seller agrees to pay ,as liquidated 
damages, a sum of $_____ per day of delay for a limit of 30 days.  After 30 days of delay, the buyer has the right to terminate 
the contract  
 
 Any other seller responsibilities? 
 
Seller shall notify buyer of any expected delays and the reasons for the delays.  Failure to seasonably notify shall be 
considered a breach of contract for which the buyer has the option to terminate. 
 
Quality Term:  
 
Disclaimer: SELLER DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING A WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
A WARRANTY OF  FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS THE BUYER TAKES GOODS AS IS AND 
WITH ALL FAULTS 
 
  Does this language need to be capitalized? 
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UCC Section 2-316(2):  to exclude warrant of merchantability must: 
 
 1. mention the word "merchantability" 
 2. must be conspicuous 

3. For the implied warranty of fitness the following language is sufficient:  "There are no warranties 
which extend beyond the description on the face hereof." 

 
What happens if the disclaimer language conflicts with warranty language?  See, UCC Section 2-316(1) 
 
Force Majeure:  
 
The primary purpose for contracting is to assign risks.  However, the contracting parties may want to provide an excuse for 
terminating the contract or avoiding damages for certain risks. 
 
Reasonable:  "The vendor's duty to deliver on time is suspended by reasons caused by an Act of God or strikes." 
 

 Greedy:  "The vendor's duty to deliver on time is suspended by reasons of  an Act of God, strikes, or when delay arises out 
of causes beyond the control and without the fault of the vendor." 
 
Confidentiality Clause:    
 
"All information disclosed to the transferee/vendee/licensee shall be considered solely owned by the transferor and is 
communicated in confidence.  The transferee shall take reasonable precautions to prevent any of the information to any party 
who has no need to know.  Transferee shall provide security measures that meet legal standards for the protection of trade 
secrets." 
 
Modification:
 
"This agreement, or any of its terms, amy only be modified by a written agreement signed by both parties." 
 
 How does waiver, estoppel, and course of performance impact upon this clause? 
 
Anti-Assignment Clause:
"The parties agree that each relies on the others skill, judgment and reputation in regard to the contractual undertakings 
promised.  This contract cannot be assigned by either party without the express written consent of the other." 
 
 Why the language:  "skill, judgment and reputation? 
 
Indemnification Clause:  
 
 "The second party agrees to hold the first party harmless from claims of any kind, including claims resulting 
from the activities of the party of the second part"  
 
 What do you think of the "first party-second party" style of  language? 

 "First party shall defend, indemnify, and save harmless the second  party from any and all liabilities, loss, damage, costs 
(including reasonable attorneys fees) for personal injury or property damage arising out of or in connection with the work or 
performance arising out of this agreement." 
 
 What do you like and not like about the second version of the clause? 
 Where would such clauses be most appropriate? 
 
Choice of Forum Clause:
 
 In the event of dispute, the parties agree that any legal proceedings shall be instituted and prosecuted in State Supreme Court 
in Erie County, New York, each party accedes to the jurisdiction of that forum." 
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Arbitration Clause:  
 

 "Any dispute or claim arising out of this agreement shall be settled  by arbitration in accordance with the Commercial 
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association. 
 
 How could one be more specific in fashioning the above clause? 
 
 How does an arbitration interrelate with the forum selection clause? 
 
Limitation of Remedy Clause:  
 
"Vendor shall, at its option, repair or replace any defective products if notified of such defects within 60 days from time of 
delivery.  This is the sole liability of the vendor. Vendor is not liable for any other damages of any kind, including, but not 
limited to consequential or incidental damages." 
 
 How does this clause deal with the rules of Hadley v. Baxendale? 
 
 Compare to UCC Section 2-719:   
 
"(1)(a) the agreement may provide for remedies in addition or in substitution for those provided in this Article ...as by 
limiting the buyer's remedy to return of the goods and repayment of the price or to repair and replacement of non-conforming 
goods (b) resort to a remedy as provided is optional unless the remedy is expressly agreed to be exclusive, in which case it is 
the sole remedy. 
(2) Where circumstances cause an exclusive  or limited remedy to fail of its essential purpose, remedy may be has as 
provided in this Act. 
(3) Consequential damages may be limited or excluded unless the limitation or exclusion is unconscionable.  Limitation of 
consequential damages for injuries in the case of consumer goods is prim facie unconscionable but limitation of damages 
where the loss is commercial is not." 
 

Liquidated Damage Clause:
 
"Contractor shall pay Owner a sum of $250 per day as liquidated damages for each day that the work contemplated in this 
contract remains uncompleted beyond date set for completion." 
 
 Will this clause pass judicial scrutiny? 
 
 What is the standard for completion? 
 
 Review UCC Section 2-718 Liquidation or Limitation of Damages. 
 
 Requirements:  1.  reasonable in light of anticipated or actual harm 
    2.  difficulties of proof of loss 
    3.  inconvenience or nonfeasability of obtaining an adequate remedy 
    4.  an unreasonably large liquidated damages is void as a penalty 
 What do you think of a "graduated" liquidated damage clause in order to    
 avoid a complete voiding of the clause? 
 
Time is of the Essence Clause:
 
"Time is of the essence in regard to the performance dates required in Paragraphs _____.  Failure to perform on such dates 
will be considered a material breach of the contract, permitting the other party to terminate the agreement." 
 
 What is the importance of the second sentence? 
 
 What is the purpose of a "time of the essence language"?  What is its legal effect? 
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Covenant Not-To-Compete:
 
 Employment Contract:
 
"Upon termination of employment for any reason, the employee agrees neither directly or indirectly compete with the 
employer for a period of 1 year in the geographical area of Erie, Niagara, and Monroe Counties." 
 
 What is missing? (scope of duties and responsibilities) 
 
 Sale of Business:
 

"In order to benefit from the purchase of good will paid by the buyer in the sale of seller's business, the seller 
agrees not to compete with the buyer or assigns for a period of ____ years in the area described and in the type 
of business specified herein as follows:" 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERNET NEGOTIATION EXERCISE 

 
 

Potent Potables, Inc 
Buyer's CONFIDENTIAL Negotiating Instructions 

 
1. You work for , Potent Potables, Inc., a Minnesota corporation with its principle place of business in Eagan, MN. The 
company imports and distributes European foods and alcoholic beverages throughout a network of specialty shops in the 
United States.  
 
2. Realizing the growing market for flavored malt beverages, ciders, and lambics in the US, Potent Potables has been on the 
lookout for a European product to introduce into the United States.  In particular, the company wants a product that will 
compete with a product like Woodpecker hard cider.  Statistics from the Women’s Association of Allied Beverages and the 
National Brewer’s Association and Guild show that such specialty beverages have increased their market share from 
approximately 2% to 6% in the last year.  The market continues to grow! 
 
3. Last May,  Potent Potable’s Director of New Products, attended a large beer and ale trade fair in Boston.  This is the 
largest trade show in the U.S. featuring domestic and imported alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages.  At the show, she 
discovered a product that might meet Potent Potables’ needs:  Fuchsrot Apfelwein.  The name is pretty awful, but taste is 
wonderful.  Apfelwein is a traditional German hard cider with a distinctive flavor.  The Director of New Products thinks 
Fuchsrot’s Apfelwein has the best U.S. potential.  It is made and sold by Fuchsrot GmbH, an export firm headquartered in 
Frankfurt, Germany.  The Director of New Products met again with Fuchsrot in November at a big trade show in Frankfurt.  
There is no doubt that this is a popular beverage and evidently, the company has a long history of exporting German spirits to 
European and some South American nations. 
 
4. Your job is to negotiate, draft and execute an advantageous contract for Potent Potables.   Despite wanting to expand 
offerings in interesting foreign beverages, Potent Potables has some concerns working with a new supplier based on 
difficulties with a 2000 contract with a Hungarian company which included late shipments, tainted product which caused 
illness, and now litigation in Hungarian courts.  
 
5. Despite wanting to play it safe this time, your market research shows there is tremendous potential for this kind of 
product in the U.S. and for Fuchsrot’s product in particular.  There is potential for a long-term contract of large proportions.  
However, your market research also indicates that consumers believe Apfelwein is a sweet wine, a product not popular in the 
US.  There was negative reaction to the “Fuchsrot” brand name.  Research suggests the product be promoted as “German 
hard cider”.  Of course, the label must include the relevant information as per US law, as well as the product name and a 
decent brand name.  The contract must include renaming and labeling the product. You have some flexibility on the product 
packaging and design of the label, but absolutely no flexibility on a new name for the product.  
 
6. You believe that the maximum initial order should be 2000 cases, each case containing four six packs of the product.  
This is the preliminary shipment needed to promote the goods and to see how well Fuchsrot can perform.  If all goes as 
planned at the spring trade events, you project you will be able to move approximately 5000 cases a month in the second 
quarter of the year (April through June).  You have been told to keep the costs of the contract down, meaning you must 
negotiate via e-mail.  No international phone calls are allowed.    
 
7. There are two important issues you have been instructed to address.  First, a number of years ago, the U.S. imposed 
100% tariffs on European manufactured goods in response to a trade dispute over imports of U.S. beef grown with hormones.  
There appears to be another trade war brewing over measures the U.S. instituted last year on steel imports and German & 
U.S. relations over the war in Iraq will, no doubt, have some impact.  Second, in light of your experiences with the 
Hungarians, you must include a clause that addresses delays, product quality, and the possibility of litigation.  You do not 
want to find yourself returning to Europe to litigate another contract dispute. To help protect against this eventuality, you 
must include a clause that addresses the law to be applied or the forum for dispute settlement and/or the possibility of 
arbitration, &/or remedies for breach of contract. 
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Data on Expenses of International Transactions 
 
International shipping is done by container.  A small container is a 20 foot "box."  This is the size typically used for canned 
and bottled goods. A small international container holds 1000 cases, the same amount as a semi-truck load, plus space for 
sampling.  Freight rates and service charges are usually per container.  However, we will provide expense figures per case.  
(All parties are to assume these prices are correct). 
 Freight from Germany:  Freight from the seller’s warehouse to Bremerhaven will cost approximately $436 (€ 400)79 per 
container, or $0.436/case.  Using an international shipping company, the rate from Bremehaven, Germany to any East Coast 
port is approximately $1634 (€ 1500) per 20-foot container, or $1.63 per case.  This price includes taking includes 
transferring the goods from the inland carrier at the ocean shipper's terminal and bringing the ship alongside the pier at the 
port of entry.   Air Freight is expensive.  It will run about $4.63 per case, but is direct from warehouse to warehouse (with a 
stop at customs).  
Destination Delivery Charges:  This is the charge for taking goods from the ship to the terminal where a domestic truck or 
rail line can take the goods.  The charge per container in the U.S. is $75(€ 68,82) per container, minimum charge of $225  
 

   Fuchsrot GmbH 
Seller's CONFIDENTIAL Negotiating Instructions 

 
1. You work for Fuchsrot GmbH, a manufacturing and export firm headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, Germany.  For the 
past 70 years, Fuchsrot has been in the business of manufacturing and distributing German spirits, liquor, and liqueurs and 
exporting them,  primarily to European nations and South American countries.  
 
2. Recently, Fuchsrot decided to expand its market to include the United States. Hard ciders, like Woodchuck and 
Woodpecker, have been gaining in popularity in the U.S. as an alternative to beer.  Fuchsrot believes it can tap into this 
market with Fuchsrot Apfelwein.  Apfelwein is a kind of hard cider popular in the Frankfurt region.  The name “Fuchsrot” 
has been a strong trademark in the European and South American markets.   
 
3. Fuchsrot plans to begin small, but hopes to develop its US operation into a substantial part of its export business.  Last 
May, Fuchsrot's Director of North American Sales met with the New Products Director from a company called Potent 
Potables, Inc. when Fuchsrot attended a trade fair in Boston, MA. The Directors met again at the big trade fair in Frankfurt 
am Main in November.    Potent Potables is a U.S. company headquartered in Eagan, MN, wherever that is.  The Directors 
discussed the possibility of doing business.  The American seemed most interested in Fuchsrot Apfelwein.   
 
4. Fuchsrot sells their award winning Apfelwein to wholesalers and distributors in Europe and South America in cases 
containing twenty-four 500 ml bottles.  Typically, Fuchsrot requires minimum orders of 5000 cases.   Discussions with the 
American director seemed to go well and she has gone back to her company to complete some market research.  Oddly, she 
seemed surprised by the size of the bottles and for some reason doesn’t like the name.    
 
5. It is your job to negotiate the contract with Potent Potables.  Fuchsrot's Geschäfrsführung (board of directors) believes 
that if all goes well, that the company can look forward to a long and productive relationship between the two companies.  
Needless to say, they are keen to develop this relationship. 
 
6. It costs Fuchsrot  € 6,00 to produce a case of Fuchsrot Apfelwein and €0,95 per case to package it for export.  If the 
buyer has any special requirements for packaging or labeling, the additional charge is usually  €0,25 per case. But, it can 
become more expensive.  In Germany, a bottle of Fuchsrot retails for about 5% more than competing products, but then, 
Fuchsrot is the regional favorite.  
 
7. You must negotiate, draft and execute an advantageous contract for Fuchsrot.  Because at this point you don’t anticipate 
a huge sale, the Geschäfrsführung is requiring that all negotiations be conducted via e-mail and fax, since the amount of 
profits on smaller transaction won't justify the use of costly international phone calls.  
 

                                                 

79 All amounts are based on the exchange rate on March 31, 2003. 
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8. There are two important issues you have been instructed to address.  First, a number of years ago, the U.S. imposed 
100% tariffs on European manufactured luxury goods in response to a trade dispute over imports of U.S. beef grown with 
hormones.  And, there appears to be a trade war brewing over protectionist measures the U.S. instituted over steel.  Second, 
you are required to include some clause that addresses the possibility that the contract might not adequately be performed and 
the possibility of future litigation (these Americans are a litigious bunch, and their common law, adversarial system seems 
positively barbaric.  There doesn't seem to be an incentive for an American not to file suit).  To help protect against this 
eventuality, you must include a clause that addresses the law to be applied or the forum for dispute settlement and/or the 
possibility of arbitration, &/or remedies for breach of contract. 

 
Data on Expenses of International Transactions 

International shipping is done by container.  A small container is a 20 foot "box."  This is the size typically used for canned 
and bottled goods. A small international container holds 1000 cases, the same amount as a semi-truck load, plus space for 
sampling.  Freight rates and service charges are usually per container.  However, we will provide expense figures per case.  
(All parties are to assume these prices are correct). 
Inland Freight to Bremerhaven, Germany, the point of departure. € 400 ($436.00)80 per container, or €0,40 ($0.436)  per case. 
Ocean Freight:  Using an international shipping company, the rate from Bremehaven to any East Coast port is € 1500 ($1634)  
per 20-foot container or €1,50 ($1.63) per case.  This price includes taking includes transferring the goods from the inland 
carrier at the ocean shipper's terminal and bringing the ship alongside the pier at the port of entry. Your shipping contacts tell 
you that it will take 4 – 6 weeks by ocean to the East Coast of the U.S.  Air freight is very expensive, about €4,25 ($4.63) per 
case, but is direct from warehouse to warehouse (with a stop at customs).  
Destination Delivery Charges:  This is the charge for taking goods from the ship to the terminal where a domestic truck or 
rail line can take the goods.  The charge per container in the U.S. is $75 (€ 68,82) per container, minimum charge of $225            
(€ 206,48) per shipment.  If the shipments are small, the destination delivery charges go up. 
Customs Duty:  You assume there will be customs duty, but aren’t sure what it is.   
 U.S. Surface Transport:  A container will cost $900 (€ 825,90)(to send a container from the harbor to Potent Potables' 
warehouse in Minnesota.  That works out to $0.90, or about € 0,83 per case, if the container is full.  If not, the price will be 
higher, since the number of cases will be divided into the cost of shipping the container. 
Insurance in transit:  The cost of insurance from Fuchsrot's warehouse outside of Frankfurt am Main to Potent Potables' 
warehouse is Rhode Island is 0.5% of the value of the shipment (computed in the same manner as calculation of the dutiable 
value of the goods). 
 

General Rules & Instructions 
 

Buyer groups in Smithfield, RI and seller groups in London, England must contract for the sale of goods.  It is the 
responsibility of each Buyer and Seller negotiating group to decide how best to conduct negotiations so that all members of 
the group fully participate. 
 
Each contract must include all of the basic terms of a contract for the international sale of goods, including delivery terms 
(using INCOTERMS), payment terms, a clause that addresses issues of performance due to events beyond the control of the 
parties, and a clause that deals with dispute resolution. 
 
Each paired buyer and seller group will submit one, executed contract for this transaction.  The contracts will be evaluated 
and graded by Professors Kimberlianne Podlas and Susan Marsnik.  Grading will be based on the following: 
 
1. The group (buyer or seller) that negotiates the most advantageous deal will receive the highest grade.  NOTE: so that you 
understand, this means that the buyer and seller groups negotiating the same contract are likely to receive different grades.  
Also note that having said this, contracts are about negotiation and building business relationships, not about "winning at any 
cost." 
 
2. The contracts must demonstrate you understand the basic principles of contracts for the international sale of goods, 
including how INCOTERMs are used, currency exchange risk, risk of loss issues and remedies for breach of contract. 
 

                                                 

80 All amounts are based on the exchange rate on March 31, 2003.   
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3. Remember that clear writing is important to a clear contract.  Therefore, make certain your agreements are well written.  
It counts. 
 
With your contract, submit one copy of all e-mails and other correspondence for the group during the negotiation process.   
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